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FLYING MACHINE SUCCESS

Postoffice Department Also Approving for Further Experimental Service-Penned Post Adepts to Space.

WASHINGTON, Dec. 19-The experimental machine flown from Fremont, Neb., and now ready to meet the test of the Postal Department, is designed for the purpose of saving the extra cost of flying packages.

BOY CONFESSIONS KILLING

NEED OF MONEY TO PAY PAST DUES FOR GIRLS, HIS CRIME.

Lewis Patry and Harold Hunter, boys of the Oak Grove, S. C., were arrested last night for the murder of a neighbor.

PORTLAND COPIES TOKIO

Jugement Capital The Crime Says He Deputy Mayor.

SIGNAL MEN LOSE LINES

Rival Services Invested in Lines, Two Routes That Challenge Opponent in Telegraph Tests.

E M CROSBIES MEDICAL 9 INSECTICIDE FOR LICE

INJURY TO EYE EXPOSES A RARE ILLNESS.

MAN SHOT AT NEGRO CLUB

Hotel Porter Wounded and Police Seek Assailant.

WASHINGTON, Dec. 19-A man was shot last night at the Negro club in this city.

Virginia Vaught is Dead

Filing of Mortgages and Brownies crown Over by Inventor.

SETTLERS CAMPED NEAR LAND OFFICE

Fifty Homesteaders of Lim County Make Sure of Being "On Time" in Filing.

FIGHT WITH RAILROAD ON

Conservationists, Advises Administration, to Enact Bill in Favor of Northern Pacific.

KEKS MESH BAGS WITH LATEST IN MODES.

MARK CROSS LEATHER GOODS

We are Portland's exclusive agents for this famous line of leather goods and show here at all times the same lines that are shown in the London and New York MARK CROSS stores.


Many other useful and handsome gifts.

When in doubt, a Mark Cross Glove Certificate solves the problem.

HOW nicely one might add tribute to some cherished comradeship by making the Christmas remembrance a bottle of choice, old, mellow, sun-ripened

Golden Wedding Whiskey

Bottled in Bond.

There's a mark of quality and good fellowship towards such a gift that's quite in keeping with the spirit of the season. Distilled according to a secret formula, that has been handed down through generations, and aged in the wood under strict government supervision, Golden Wedding is indeed a whiskey of a different class.

Its delicious flavor and distinctive merit command the highest appreciation wherever introduced.

Great because it is

"Made Differently."